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Rising Sign is in 00 Degrees Scorpio
Stubborn and tough, you fight for any position you believe in. You are very resourceful and formidable 
when you become angered or upset about something. You enjoy living life at the cutting edge -- for 
you life must be experienced intensely and totally. Quite courageous, you are willing to take calcu-
lated risks. Easily hurt by others, you often strike back with bitter sarcasm. Sensitive and curious, you 
are concerned with the deeper mysteries of human psychology. Once you have become interested in 
any subject, you pursue it with total fanaticism.

Sun is in 07 Degrees Leo.
More than a bit of a showoff, you love to be the center of attention! But others do not usually mind be-
cause they tend to enjoy your genuine warmth and affection. Very spirited and willful, proud and self-
important at times, you demand your own way. You are quite honest, however, and the respect of others 
is very important to you. You never compromise yourself and you pursue your goals with persistence 
and dedication. Your regal presence and demeanor draws you to positions of leadership and author-
ity. But beware of being overly hardheaded, domineering, ostentatious or patronizing or you will lose 
the goodwill and admiration that you enjoy. Very theatrical, you live life on a grand scale wherever and 
whenever possible. Your strength and energy vitalizes those who come in contact with you.

Moon is in 26 Degrees Virgo.
You tend to be serious-minded but cheerful for the most part. You need tasks that engage both your 
mind and your hands. A careful worker, you enjoy making things. You are neat and orderly, and are 
very concerned with good health habits. Fastidious to the extreme, you cannot tolerate messes and 
will immediately clean them up. Reserved, shy, and very self-critical, you tend to be very hard on 
yourself. You usually will go out of your way to be helpful and useful to others. Practical, reliable, 
efficient and conservative, at times you are a bit of a prude. You are known to lead a simple, uncom-
plicated, frugal, methodical and unemotional lifestyle. You are devoted and caring to those you love.
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Mercury is in 20 Degrees Cancer.
Your emotions tend to rule your thought processes. You have difficulty seeing life objectively. You 
have an excellent memory, especially about things to which you have formed an emotional bond. You 
prefer ideas and thoughts that are known and familiar, and therefore tend to dislike fads or radical 
ideas. The beliefs and traditions of your family and culture are very important to you. Your thinking 
becomes quite unclear when you are emotionally shaken -- try not to make major decisions when you 
are upset. Let things calm down first.

Venus is in 22 Degrees Gemini.
You are friendly, warm, open and tolerant toward others. You love variety in relationships, indeed you 
may even prefer to maintain more than one relationship at a time! Very witty and humorous, you have 
the ability to amuse and please others. This makes you quite popular. You love to play the field and 
thus find it difficult to settle down and make any deep emotional commitments. Your innate charm 
and vivacity makes you welcome most everywhere you go.

Mars is in 27 Degrees Taurus.
Careful, slow and thorough about all that you do, at times you are also willful and stubborn when oth-
ers try to alter your course. You are definitely not a quitter -- you will work long and hard to get what 
you want. Your possessions are very important to you. One of your continuing problems is that you 
tend to regard the significant people in your life much the same way as you do your possessions -- you 
become overly attached and much too jealous. You repress your anger when you get upset and that 
is not healthy. Try to learn to show your anger immediately in order to avoid painful explosions later.

Jupiter is in 22 Degrees Taurus.
Growth only occurs for you after you have found a stable lifestyle and a dependable, protective and 
secure environment. You are at your best when those around you provide you with a great deal of af-
fection and support. When you feel insecure or threatened, you tend to become possessive and grasp-
ing and self- indulgent. You are an inveterate collector with an expensive preference for all the good 
things that life has to offer.

Saturn is in 11 Degrees Taurus.
Complete freedom of choice makes you ill at ease. You must have a firm, ordered, secure foundation 
in your life in order to feel comfortable. You do not adapt easily and tend to fear the new and untried. 
You constantly fear that you do not have enough (love, property, material things, etc.) and this makes 
you tend toward being selfish, withdrawn and stingy. If you try to surround yourself with supportive 
people in your environment, you will become more emotionally self-supporting.

Uranus is in 11 Degrees Virgo.
You, and all your peers, will be known for the degree of intensity with which you dislike normal ev-
eryday routines and chores. You will go out of your way to invent innovative, unique and timesaving 
ways to perform the various mundane routines and duties of living. You will be attracted to all man-
ner of practical and useful gadgets -- anything that will make your daily life more exciting.

N. Node is in 16 Degrees Sagittarius.
You will probably have many different contacts and acquaintances throughout your life. You’re quite 
gregarious by nature and your natural curiosity about others lets you take the lead in forming new 
relationships. You’ll form close ties with those who have similarly idealistic ideas -- especially those 
who can stimulate you intellectually in your chosen field of interest. Your enthusiasm for learning 
new things may also cause you to do quite a bit of traveling. Because you probably will have many 
wide-ranging interests and concerns, you most likely will have contacts and connections in various 
parts of the country (or world).


